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O3Hub staff orientations and I.T. training started this week!  

Sessions will resume next week. Remember, support is available and will continue after we 

move in to O3Hub. Next week we’ll send out a readiness survey to gauge how prepared 

you’re feeling. If you have any questions or concerns, you can always email Project Director 

Jonathan Darwen: jonathan.darwen@health.nsw.gov.au.  
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We are here 

Where are we up to?  

Move day is Thursday, 10 August.  

Phone Migration 

 Phones will be migrated on Wednesday, 9 August. This means that they won’t be available to use on this day.  

 If you need your phone to stay active to service customers, please let I.T. Manager David Parker know as soon as 

possible. Email David.Parker1@health.nsw.gov.au, and we can arrange to migrate your phone later in the day.  

 If you have any special requirements such as working in a call centre, or you pick up the phone for your Director or 

other team members, please let David know.  

New Phones in O3Hub 

 The phones in O3Hub will be programmed so you can log in and out as 

you need each day. 

 It’s important to log out of the phones when you leave a work point or 

finish up for the day. 

 This is so you and other staff members can easily log into the phone 

provided at any work point. 

And a quick reminder:  

 I.T. will be coming to collect your docking station (where one was provided) on Wednesday, 9 August, so they can be 

installed in O3Hub. This means you’ll need to work from your laptop only (no external monitors) on this day. 

 Ongoing and on hand I.T. support will be available during and after your move into O3Hub! Colleen Jeffery from 

the I.T. team will be onsite in the first week after moving.  

Important: Update from I.T. 

Phones at work points 
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Orientations & Training!  

Testing out the work points in the high focus zone.  

O3Hub main entry. 

One of the two small bunkers.  
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Calling all Creatives!  

We’re looking for talented artists and illustrators to decorate the walls 

in O3Hub! There are writeable surfaces in every area, and we want the 

owners of the space (that’s you!) to decide what goes on them.  

Interested? Contact jonathan.darwen@health.nsw.edu.au.  

Etiquettes: Next steps 

We are working through feedback from the 

workshops and will share the agreed etiquettes 

for O3Hub next week.  

 

At the workshops, we talked about establishing 

a Strata Group to manage some of the high-

level and teething issues as we settle into 

O3Hub – similar to a strata committee in a 

residential block. 

 

The Strata Group will be made up of staff 

members from every team – Finance, 

Procurement and Clinical Governance. Start to 

think about who in your team would make a 

good representative.  

Decluttering continues!  

The Bunkers have arrived!  

There are two small bunkers —  

one in the low focus zone and 

one in the medium focus zone.  

The big bunker is in the high 

focus zone.  

The bunkers are acoustically 

treated to support confidential 

conversations, and are fitted 

out with smart presentation 

facilities, video and 

teleconferencing, and  

writeable surfaces.  

Small bunker.  

Big bunker.  


